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Résumé : Les trajets de navigation parmi des pages web par les utilisateurs
peuvent jusqu’à un certain point révéler des associations entre ces pages. Deux
méthodes de visualisation ont été utilisées : la méthode des « self-organizing
maps (SOM) » et la méthode « component plane analysis » pour examiner les
associations au sein de deux groupes de sujets médicaux reposant chacun sur des
activités de navigation propres. Les sujets tirés d’un répertoire de sujets médi-
caux ont été extraits et les données de trajet au sein de ces sujets ont été analy-
sées à partir d’un journal de transactions dans un portail consacré à la santé pour
les consommateurs. Deux thèmes centraux ont été sélectionnés et deux groupes
de sujets ayant un rapport avec ces thèmes ont été identifiés dans la visualisation
SOM. Les jugements d’association sur les sujets ayant un rapport avec un sujet
spécifié ont été faits dans le contexte des plans de composants de sujets. Les
termes reliés aux deux thèmes centraux (nerfs et cœur) et le degré d’étroitesse de
ce lien avec les deux thèmes centraux ont été identifiés dans l’étude. Cette étude
montre que les activités de navigation des utilisateurs dans le répertoire de sujets
sur la santé peuvent révéler et permettre d’identifier les associations entre les
sujets dans le répertoire, et que l’analyse par plan de composants est fiable quand
on l’utilise pour identifier les relations entre sujets dans ce genre de situation.
Les résultats de cette étude peuvent être utilisés pour enrichir les thésaurus
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médicaux, pour optimiser les répertoires de sujets médicaux, et pour compren-
dre le comportement informationnel des utilisateurs d’information médicale.

Mots-clés : Self-organizing map, Component plane analysis, journal de transac-
tions web, répertoire de sujets médicaux, analyse de trajets informationnels

Abstract: Users’ traversal activities among webpages can reveal associations
among these webpages to some degree. Both the self-organizing map (SOM)
method and component plane analysis method were used to investigate associa-
tions among the two groups of medical subjects respectively based on browsing
activities. The subjects from a health subject directory were extracted and path
data among these subjects were analyzed from a consumer health portal tran-
saction log. Two focus themes were selected and two related subject clusters
were identified respectively in the SOM display. The association judgements
about the subjects related to a specified subject were made in the contexts of the
subject component planes. Terms related to the two focus subjects (nerve and
heart) and the degree to which these terms were related to the two focus subjects
were identified in the study. This study shows that users’ navigating activities on
the health-related directory can reveal and identify the associations among the
subjects on the directory, and the component analysis is reliable when it is
applied to identify the subject relationships in such a situation. The findings
of this study can be used to enrich medical thesauri, to optimize the medical
subject directories, and to understand users’ medical information-seeking
behaviour.

Keywords: self-organizing map, component plane analysis, Web transaction log,
health subject directory, traversal path analysis

Introduction

People retrieve medical information to look for an answer to a medical
question, understand a medical concept or symptom, check properties
for new drugs, etc. Medicine is a sophisticated and complicated area
that involves a large medical vocabulary. It is widely recognized that there
is a huge divide between medical information professionals and health
consumers in use of medical information (Zhang, Wolfram, et al. 2008;
Zhang and Wolfram 2009). A study on medical information-seeking be-
haviour from the health consumers’ perspective would improve commu-
nication between medical professionals and common health consumers.

Consumer health portals are not only important repositories where
people can tap into health information but also important channels
where researchers can study common health consumers’ information-
search behaviour. A portal usually maintains a Web transaction log on
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its server. A Web transaction log faithfully records all users’ activities on
the portal, ranging from users’ traversal paths to submitted queries. A
Web transaction log provides researchers with a unique way to study
health consumers’ information-seeking behaviour.

Users’ browsing activities in a health subject directory may reveal the
relevance among the subjects in the directory. Relevance in this study is
defined as associations among the related subjects on the health sub-
ject directory. The association strength is determined primarily by the
user’s traversal activities among the subjects. The application of the self-
organizing map (SOM) and component plane analysis methods to
identifying the related subjects and association judgements among the
involved subjects is a unique way to address this issue. An SOM is an
artificial neural network that employs an unsupervised learning algorithm
to convert input data in a high-dimensional space to a low-dimensional
(two- or three-dimensional) presentation and preserves features of the
data in the presentation. The component plane is a derived display of
SOM, which reflects the contribution of the corresponding attribute to
the overall SOM display.

The objectives of this study are to use the SOM approach and the com-
ponent plane analysis approach to investigate the associations among
health-related subjects in a consumer health portal transaction log, to
identify the subject themes of interest, to analyze medical subject rela-
tionships from the users’ perspective in the visual display, and to specify
the related subjects and associations to a medical topic of interest in a
component plane. The research question of this study is whether the
associations among the related subjects revealed from the component
plane analysis method based on user’s path data on a health-related direc-
tory are accurate and sound. The findings of this study will make a
positive contribution to understanding of health consumers’ informa-
tion-seeking behaviour, enriching medicine-related thesauri, optimizing
the content organizations of the health information on a portal, and
enhancing information retrieval.

Related research

Many studies have been done in relevance analysis. Users’ query-term
relevance was judged by the document descriptors to examine the consis-
tency between query terms and descriptors (Fisk et al. 2003). In order
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to test whether a novel method for organizing search results is more
effective than the relevance-ranking method and clustering method, 15
patients with breast cancer and their family members were invited to
retrieve relevant medical information using three methods: a ranking
tool, a cluster tool, and a category tool. The results showed that the
category tool induced significantly more answers in a certain period and
significantly more satisfactory search experience than the other two tools
(Pratt and Fagan 2000). In another study, content-similarity networks
were constructed to improve effectiveness of an information retrieval
system (Lin 2008).

Medical-term analysis research has attracted attention of many researchers,
such as their studies on similar terms (Tsuruoka et al. 2007), synonyms
and hyponyms (Liu and Friedman 2003), and normalized terms (Tsu-
ruoka et al. 2008). Wang et al. (2008) proposed a novel-feature-value
schema, which ranges from a lower-level domain-independent ‘‘string
feature’’ to a higher-level domain-dependent ‘‘semantic template feature.’’
Pesquita et al. (2008) conducted a systematic evaluation of the gene
ontology–based semantic similarity measures used for medical-term rele-
vance analysis. Jelier et al. (2008) presented an online tool Anni, pro-
viding an ontology-based interface for MEDLINE users. The tool can
be used to retrieve documents and present the associations of related
biomedical concepts like genes, drugs, and diseases. In order to investi-
gate the difference between the machine-generated terms and human-
generated terms, manually created ontology terms were compared with
automatically derived terms in four different automatic term-extraction
methods (Alexopoulou et al. 2008). Mohanty et al. (2008) developed
Common Data Elements for annotating mesothelioma specimens using
controlled vocabulary, ontology, and semantic modelling methodology
to improve both syntactic and semantic interoperability.

In recent years, research on Web transaction log analysis has increased
dramatically. In general, transaction log analysis of users’ information-
seeking behaviour can be divided into two aspects: users’ query analysis
and users’ traversal path analysis. Users’ query analysis usually focuses
on submitted query terms and their concurrences, whereas traversal path
attempts to discover users’ access patterns on the basis of navigating
activities. There are many traversal-path analysis algorithms, such as
Apriori-like sequential-pattern mining techniques (Adami, Avesani, and
Sona 2003), Web access pattern tree (WAP-tree) (Pei et al. 2000), and
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conditional sequence base mining algorithm (Zhou, Hui, and Fong
2006), etc.

In one recent study (Zhang et al. 2009), users’ traversal activities on a
health-subject directory were investigated, and the relationships among
subjects on the directory were visualized and analyzed in the SOM envi-
ronment. The findings show that the semantic relationships among the
subjects can be identified on the basis of users’ browsing activities in
the health-subject directory by using the SOM method. In this study,
the associations among the related subjects based on users’ traversal activ-
ities in a health-related directory are investigated. It is clear that the
objects of the previous studies on medical relevance analysis have focused
on users’ query terms, medical thesaurus terms, medical descriptors, and
medical documents. The relevance among those objects has been mea-
sured by query-term frequencies, semantic similarities, or human judge-
ments. A subject directory is used as an information navigation system.
Associations among the subjects in the directory provide rich infor-
mation. The subjects on the health-related subject directory, which are
seldom studied as the objects of relevance analysis, are different from
users’ search terms, medical thesaurus terms, medical descriptors, and
medical documents. Therefore, the relevance between the subjects on
the health-related subject directory should be measured differently.

Research methods

The HealthLink subject directory

In this study, the investigated transaction log came from HealthLink
(http://healthlink.mcw.edu/).1 The HealthLink portal incorporates a
medical subject directory that guides health consumers in browsing
health information in the portal. The subject directory is a three-level
hierarchical structure, whose root is called the topic. The 47 nodes asso-
ciated with the directory branches are medical subjects such as allergies/
asthma, alternative medicine, and so on. Table 1 shows a complete list of
all subjects in the directory. Labels in the table stand for the correspond-
ing subjects and are displayed in the later visual displays. The topic is not
listed in table 1. Its label number is 0. All health-related articles classified
under the corresponding subjects are located at the lowest level of the
subject directory. Users can browse the collection by starting with the
directory root ‘‘Browse by Topic’’ (http://healthlink.mcw.edu/topics/),
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then jumping to a subject of interest, and finally reaching related full-text
articles (see figure 1).2

Data processing and cleaning

The investigated HealthLink Web log covers data collected between 1
January and 21 December 2006. The log file size is 1.41GB and the for-
mat is Combined Log Format. A total of 465,289 records were parsed
and useful fields were extracted, such as IP address of host, time and

Table 1. HealthLink subject directory

Label Subject Label Subject

1 Aging 25 Infections

2 Allergies 26 Kidney disease

3 Alternative medicine 27 Liver

4 Arthritis 28 Men’s health

5 Back problems 29 Mental health

6 Brain nervous system 30 Musculoskeletal

7 Cancer 31 Neurological disorders

8 Children’s health 32 Nutrition and herbs

9 Cholesterol 33 Occupational health

10 Clinical trials 34 Organ transplants

11 Diabetes 35 Pain

12 Digestive disease 36 Physical medicine

13 Drugs medications 37 Preventive medicine

14 Emergency medicine 38 Public health

15 Endocrine system 39 Respiratory

16 Environmental health 40 Safety

17 Eye care 41 Skin diseases

18 Feet 42 Sports medicine

19 Genetics 43 Travel medicine

20 Hearing disorders 44 Vitamins

21 Heart disease 45 Weight control

22 High blood pressure 46 Wellness lifestyle

23 Immune disorders 47 Women’s health

24 Immunization
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time zone, method, destination page, HTTP version, response code,
bandwidth, referrer, and user agent. In this study, all users’ traversal
activities from a subject (or the topic) to another subject (or a topic or
an article) were preserved and extracted for analysis. In order to identify
a traversal path from the Web transaction log, all referrers (which are the
47 subjects or the topic) and destinations (which are the topic, or 47
subjects, or articles) had to be specified, extracted, and recorded for later
data processing and analysis. Other activities that did not contribute to
these traversal paths, such as queries or downloads, were excluded. A
Web log analysis software package Web Log Explorer was used for these
analyses.

In order to protect the privacy of the HealthLink transaction users, all
personal data such as users’ IP addresses and user IDs were stripped out
prior to data analysis. In other words, users’ privacy was well protected.
In fact, unlike a transaction log analysis for users’ query terms, the tran-

Figure 1: Display of the HealthLink directory
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saction log analysis for users’ browsing activities does not handle key-
words from users. It significantly reduces the risk of revealing users’ iden-
tifiers and other sensitive issues in the study.

Construction of the SOM input matrix

The users’ traversal activities were presented in an m� n matrix. This
matrix was used as the input data format for the later SOM and com-
ponent plane analysis. The rows (m) of the matrix stand for the objects
that are analyzed and visualized in the SOM display space, while the
columns (n) of the matrix define the attributes of the objects.

The method of constructing the SOM input matrix (MP ) is described as
follows. Suppose a matrix (see equation 1) has m rows and n columns.
Rank all the subjects and the topic alphabetically and number them
from 1 to m as the rows. Rank all the investigated webpages (including
the topic, subjects, and articles), and number them from 1 to n as the
columns. Here cij (I ¼ 1, 2, . . . , m, and j ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n) stands for a cell
of the matrix. If there are traversal activities from webpage i to webpage j,
the element cij defines the number of the traversal activities from web-
page i to webpage j. For instance, if the path data from webpage i to
webpage j occur k times, then cij equals k. If there is no travel from web-
page i to webpage j, then cij equals zero. It means that only the webpages
that have at least one navigating activity are included in the traversal data
analysis.

MP ¼

c11 c12 � � � c1n

c21 c22 � � � c2n

� � �
cm1 cm2 � � � cmn

0
BB@

1
CCA ð1Þ

In fact, equation 1 defines a traversal activity matrix for path length one.3

In the same way a traversal activity matrix for path length two can be
defined as follows: if the traversal activities from webpage i to webpage j
via another webpage r occur k times, then cij equals k. Here the webpage
r is an intermediate webpage. It can be any webpage.

Selection of the two focus themes

In order to determine the study themes, the SOM display based on tra-
versal path length one (see figure 2) was produced. In the SOM process,
the linear initiation and sequential learning methods were selected. In the
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resultant SOM display, the two themes marked by the highlighted
squares on the left were identified: one is heart and the other is nerve.
Each theme corresponds to a group of related subjects. Because the
subjects in each group were projected onto the same cell in the SOM
display, they were highly related to each other. Therefore each theme
contains three highly related subjects.

1. The nerve theme group: brain nervous system (6), mental health
(29), and neurological disorders (31).

Figure 2: SOM display for traversal path length one
Note: Dark cells represent high values and the light cells represent low values in weight
vectors. Numbers in the grid represent the projected subjects.
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2. The heart theme group: cholesterol (9), heart disease (21), and high
blood pressure (22).

The number within parentheses represents a label in the SOM display in
figure 2. See table 1 for the relationship between a subject and a label
number.

Analysis method

Component planes are significant visual representations in the SOM
literature (Kohonen 1995). Each component plane is generated by as-
signing a colour level proportional to a specified weight vector value to
each node in the SOM grid. A component plane reveals and demon-
strates the distribution of the values of the specified component (the
attribute) in a categorized fashion and has been successfully used by
many researchers as a standard visualization data analysis technique in
a wide variety of fields (Abonyi et al. 2003; Dı́az et al. 2003; Laine
1998; Postolache et al. 2005). Ersoya et al. (2007) used the SOM tech-
nique to cluster the volcanic ash data collected from different frag-
mentation mechanisms and conducted the component plane analysis
for each component to observe its discriminative performance. It was
found in the study that the SOM technique was more accurate than
conventional statistical methods in data-clustering analysis, and the com-
ponent plane method was more reliable in determining the distinctive
parameters. Fish and lamprey relative biomass data were categorized by
using the SOM technique (Kruka et al. 2007), and the study showed
that the SOM method provided more detailed information on the
mutual relations between species through component planes than the
detrended correspondence analysis (DCA) through points in a multi-
variate space.

Because of the complex nature of medicine, relationships among medical
subjects or concepts are complicated. As a result, health consumers’ activ-
ities on the portal are also complicated. As an effective approach for illus-
trating and analyzing complicated relationships and connections among
objects, self-organizing maps (SOM) (Kohonen 1982) and the compo-
nent plane analysis (Kohonen 1995) can reveal the relationships among
medical subjects. Health consumers usually retrieve health-related issues
such as diagnosis, injury, disease, therapy, symptom, disease prevention,
nutrition. Each of these terms is intrinsically related to the others. It is
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the relatedness of the health issues that makes health-information seeking
complicated (health information seeking definitely includes the traver-
sal activities on a health-related directory). A visualization data-analysis
method like the component plane analysis method provides people with
a two-dimensional space where objects are projected, multiple features of
an object can be effectively preserved, and multiple connections among
the objects can be displayed and analyzed in the visual space. Therefore,
it is natural to conduct a health-subject analysis by using the component
plane analysis method.

A subject directory is a hierarchical structure that shows semantic rela-
tionships among subject nodes. Since webpages are mapped onto the
subject directory, the semantic relationships among webpages are illus-
trated in the directory. When users browse a subject directory, they
usually select a related subject or node and jump to a related node. This
implies that users tend to traverse among subjects that are related to each
other. Therefore users’ browsing paths in a subject directory can reveal
semantic relationships among subjects in a directory. In other words, if
users’ traversal information on a subject directory is collected and the
traversal data in the directory are analyzed by using a clustering analysis
method like the SOM technique, then user-oriented semantic relation-
ships among the subjects can be demonstrated and visually analyzed in
the SOM display.

Furthermore, a component plane analysis for a specified subject can be
conducted for more detailed analysis (Kohonen 1995). Every cell in the
SOM display has an associated weight vector. A weight vector keeps and
records the learning results during the SOM display generation. Simply
put, the weight vectors preserve data features of a dataset. A weight
vector has the same data structure as an input raw data vector. It plays a
critical role in determining the final object configuration in the SOM
display. In the component plane analysis for a specified subject, the cor-
responding attributes in all weight vectors are extracted and separated
from the original SOM display to yield a new display whose size is
exactly the same as that of the SOM display. That is, both the com-
ponent plane and the SOM display share the same display structure.
But the difference between this newly yielded component plane and the
SOM display is that a cell in the component plane corresponds to a
single attribute value while a cell in the SOM display corresponds to
a weight vector. If the weight vector has n elements (attributes), it means
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that n component planes can be derived from the corresponding SOM
display. For instance, the i th attribute in all the weight vectors can be
extracted from the SOM display to form a component plane for the i th

attribute (1 a i a n).

Since each cell in the component plane is associated with a single attri-
bute value, the cell values can be easily converted into colours in such a
way that a higher cell value corresponds to a darker colour and a lower
cell value corresponds to a lighter colour. After colour conversion is com-
plete, the component plane can be partitioned by different colours.
Because the component plane has the same structure as the SOM space,
the coloured component plane can be merged with the SOM display
where all the subjects are projected. Consequently, the resulting sub-
ject clusters in the SOM display can be analyzed in the context of the
coloured component plane.

In the component plane the higher a cell value (or the darker the colour),
the greater the traffic from all subjects to the specified subject. In other
words, the subject cluster located in a cell with a high value (or dark
colour) tends to have more traffic to the specified subject than a subject
cluster in a cell with a low value (or light colour). This means that
subjects in a cell with a higher value in the component plane are more
relevant to the specified subject than subjects in a cell with a lower value.
Following this principle, subject clusters in the component plane can be
ranked by associations to the specified subject on the basis of their col-
ours. Four basic association categories are defined for association judge-
ment: strongest association, strong association, some association, and
weak association.

1. In order to make relevance judgements consistent in the component
plane analysis for all subjects, the colour bar was divided into four
parts. Red indicates that subjects projected onto these areas had the
strongest association to the specified subject.

2. Orange indicates that subjects projected onto these areas had a
strong association to the specified subject.

3. Yellow or green indicates that subjects projected onto these areas had
some association to the specified subject.

4. Cyan or light blue indicates that subjects projected onto these areas
had a weak association to the specified subject.
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It is worth pointing out that the cell values of a component plane for the
i th subject attribute are affected by traversal frequencies from all subject
nodes in the subject directory to the i th subject node, but they are not
dominated by the traversal frequencies only. Frequent browsing from
one subject (S ) to the specified i th subject may lead to a high cell value
of the subject (S ) in the component plane, while infrequent navigating
from the subject (S ) to the specified i th subject may result in a low cell
value of the subject (S ) in the component plane. However, the final cell
value of the subject (S ) in the component plane is also affected by other
factors such as browsing from other subjects to the specified i th subject.

In this study all subject component analyses were conducted on the
basis of the SOM display for traversal path length two, because in the
HealthLink subject directory there is no direct link between two subjects;
the connection between two subjects is via a third webpage such as an
article, and the traversal relationship between any two subjects had to be
established on the basis of a browsing matrix for path length two.

In order to evaluate the results of the component plane analysis for asso-
ciation accuracy, the results were reviewed by a physician who was an
experienced medical researcher with expertise in the field. After related
subjects to a subject were identified in a component plane analysis, the
association for each related term was judged by the physician against the
same scale as described above. It is widely recognized that relevance is
situational and related to the individual’s information need. But in this
case, the traversal analysis in the transaction log is not based on one indi-
vidual’s information need and traversal behaviour. Instead, the traversal
analysis reflects a large group of users’ information needs and accumula-
tive navigation. Although information needs and navigational activities
on the subject directory differ among individuals, as a whole a large
group of users’ information-seeking activities on the directory may reveal
some relevance patterns among the subjects. As a result, each related sub-
ject was assigned an association score based on its association degree.
Association scores one, two, three, and four were defined as the strongest
association, strong association, some association, and weak association,
respectively. It is clear that the association scale system is similar to that
in the component analysis. Finally, a t-test was used to examine whether
there was a significant difference between the results from the com-
ponent plane analysis method and the results from the medical profes-
sional judgements. No significant difference implies that results from
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the component plane are sound and reasonable. Otherwise, results from
the component plane are questionable. Since there were two themes
investigated in this study, two t-tests were conducted for each of the
two themes respectively.

Findings

The research question of this study is whether associations among related
subjects revealed from the visual component analysis method based on
user’s browsing on a health-related directory are accurate and sound.

Data description

Since this study concentrated on the HealthLink subject directory, only
users’ traversal activities on the directory were extracted and collected
from its transaction log. Users’ browsing data on the topic (the root of
the directory) resulted in 47 subjects and 2099 associated articles.

Component plane analysis for selected subjects

Component plane analysis for nerve theme group

Component plane analysis for brain, nervous system
The component plane for the subject ‘‘brain, nervous system’’ was gener-
ated on the basis of the traversal matrix of path length two (see figure 3).

The legend on the right of the SOM display indicates that dark cells
represent high values of the variable (subject) and light cells represent
low values of the variable (subject) in the weight vectors. The values in
the legend range from less than zero to more than five.

The subjects located in the relatively high-value cells were identified and
ranked in a descending order against their colours or association strength
to the subject ‘‘brain, nervous system’’ in table 2.

Component plane analysis for mental health
The resultant component plane for mental health is shown in figure 4.
The value in the legend ranges from less than �0.5 to 2, which is
narrower than that in figure 3.
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Judged by the same criteria, subjects related to mental health were
ranked in a descending order in table 2.

Component plane analysis for neurological disorders
The component plane for neurological disorders is shown in figure 5.
The association strength order of the subjects identified by the com-
ponent plane analysis was exhibited in table 2.

Figure 3: Component plane for brain, nervous system
Note: Dark cells represent high values and light cells represent low values in weight
vectors. Numbers in the grid stand for the projected subjects.
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Evaluation of results of nerve theme group
The significance level (p) at 95% confidence interval selected was 0.05
for the two t-tests in this study. In other words, if p is less than 0.05 in
a test, the finding of the test is statistically significant. Otherwise, there is
no significant difference.

The descriptive data of the first t-test are shown in table 3. Since the
nerve theme group includes all subjects in table 2, there are 26 subjects.

Because the p-value in the test is greater than 0.05, there is no significant
difference between the results from the component plane analysis
method for the nerve theme and the results from the medical profes-
sional judgements. This implies that the results from the component
plane are sound and reasonable.

Component plane analysis for heart theme group

Component plane analysis for cholesterol
The resultant component plane of cholesterol is shown in figure 6. Ac-
cording to the cell colours in figure 6, the subjects related to cholesterol
are listed in association strength descending order in table 5.

Table 2. Summary of the related subjects for the nerve theme group

Subject Strongest
association

Strong
association

Some
association

Weak
association

Brain, nervous
system

Neurological
disorders (31)

Mental health
(29), high blood
pressure (22),
digestive disease
(12)

Mental-health Children’s health
(8), brain, ner-
vous system (6),
neurological
disorders (31)

Aging (1),
women’s
health (47)

Men’s health
(28), mental
health (29),
drugs, medi-
cations (13),
kidney
disease (26)

Wellness lifestyle
(46), nutrition
and herbs (32),
weight control
(45), digestive
disease (12),
pain (35), gene-
tics (19), hearing
disorders (20)

Neurological
disorders

Neurological
disorders (31)

Brain, nervous
system (6), infec-
tions (25), mental
health (29), pain
(35), back prob-
lems (5)

Note: Subject numbers in the figure are enclosed in parentheses.
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Component plane analysis for heart disease
The resultant component plane for heart disease is shown in figure 7.
According to the cell colours, the subjects related to heart disease are
summarized in table 5.

Component plane analysis for high blood pressure
The produced component plane for high blood pressure is shown in
figure 8. According to the cell colours, the related subjects to high blood
pressure are listed in association strength descending order in table 5.

Figure 4: Component plane for mental health
Note: Dark cells represent high values and light cells represent low values in the weight
vectors. Numbers in the grid stand for the projected subjects.
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Figure 5: Component plane for neurological disorders
Note: Dark cells represent high values and light cells represent low values in the weight
vectors. Numbers in the grid stand for the projected subjects.

Table 3. Descriptive data of the nerve theme group

Factor N Mean Standard
deviation

Standard
error mean

Component plan analysis 26 2.5769 1.23849 .24289

Professional judgement 26 3.1154 1.21085 .23747
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Table 4. t-test results of the nerve theme group

95% confidence inter-
val of the difference

t df Sig.
(2-tailed)

Mean
difference

Standard
error
difference

Lower Upper

�1.585 50 .119 �.53846 .33968 �1.22074 .14381

Figure 6: Component plane for cholesterol
Note: Dark cells represent high values and the light cells represent low values in the
weight vectors. Numbers in the grid stand for the projected subjects.
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Evaluation of results of the heart theme group
The significance level (p) at 95% confidence interval of the difference is
0.05, which is the same as the previous test.

The descriptive data from the second t-test are demonstrated in table 6.

Final results of the t-test are shown in table 7. Because the p-value in the
test is 0.223, which is greater than 0.05, there is no significant difference
between results from the component plane analysis method for the heart
theme and results from medical professional judgements. This suggests
that the results from the component plane in this case are also sound
and reliable.

Discussion

Although figures 3, 4, and 5 are the component planes for the nerve-
related subjects, the colour distributions in the three figures are quite dif-

Table 5. Summary of related subjects for heart theme group

Subject Strongest
association

Strong
association

Some
association

Weak association

Cholesterol Nutrition and
herbs (32), heart
disease (21),
high blood
pressure (22)

Drugs, medications
(13), kidney
disease (26),
sports medicine
(42), digestive
disease (12), hear-
ing disorder (20)

Heart disease Heart disease
(21), high blood
pressure (22)

Kidney
disease
(26)

Cholesterol
(9)

Diabetes (11),
emergency medi-
cine (14), drugs,
medication (13),
nutrition and herbs
(32), occupational
health (33), sports
medicine (42),
digestive disease
(12)

High blood
pressure

Heart disease
(21), high blood
pressure (22)

Kidney disease
(26), weight con-
trol (45)

Note: Subject numbers in the figure are enclosed in parentheses.
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ferent. There is only one dark area in figure 3. No subject is situated in
medium grey (orange or yellow) cells. This means that there is no strong
associated or some associated subject in this component plane. However,
it is interesting that there are three separate areas with darker areas in
figure 4, although they are clearly not connected. Notice that mental
health (29) is located in a cell of medium grey (green) rather than dark
(red or yellow) in figure 4, although figure 4 is the component plane
for mental health itself. As for figure 5, there is only one area with dark
colour in it.

Figure 7: Component plane for heart disease
Note: Dark cells represent high values and the light cells represent low values in the
weight vectors. Numbers in the grid stand for the projected subjects.
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Figure 8: Component plane for high blood pressure
Note: Dark cells represent high values and light cells represent low values in the weight
vectors. Numbers in the grid stand for the projected subjects.

Table 6. Descriptive data of the heart theme group

Factor N Mean Standard
deviation

Standard
error mean

Component plane analysis 23 2.5217 .94722 .19751

Professional judgement 23 2.9565 1.39734 .29137
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The nerve theme–related subjects and their association strength dis-
tribution are summarized in table 8, where the number in a cell indicates
the frequency that the related subject is rated in the three subject compo-
nent analyses for brain, nervous system, mental health, and neurological
disorders. The row of the table lists all involved subjects in association
judgement.

Table 7. t-test results of the heart theme group

95% confidence inter-
val of the difference

t df Sig.
(2-tailed)

Mean
difference

Standard
error
difference

Lower Upper

�1.235 44 .223 �.43478 .35200 �1.14419 .27463

Table 8. Summary of nerve-related subjects

Strongest
association

Strong
association

Some
association

Weak
association

Neurological disorders 3

Brain, nervous system 1 1

Children’s health 1

Aging 1

Women’s health 1

Mental health 1 2

Men’s health 1

Drugs, medications 1

Kidney disease 1

Digestive disease 2

Infections 1

High blood pressure 1

Pain 1

Back problems 1

Wellness lifestyle 1

Nutrition and herbs 1

Weight control 1

Genetics 1

Hearing disorders 1
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Colour distributions in component planes for the heart theme are also
different. There are three separate areas with light colours in figure 6,
five in figure 7, and two in figure 8.

Table 9 summarizes all involved subjects and judgements in the three
component plane analyses for heart-related subjects.

For the nerve theme there are 19 related subjects classified into four asso-
ciation strength tiers. These findings show that 40.43% of all subjects in
the subject directory are related to the nerve theme to some extent.

The heart theme includes 13 related subjects grouped into four tiers.
About 28% of all the subjects in the subject directory are related to the
heart theme to some degree.

It can be seen that although the colour distributions in the six com-
ponent planes are quite different, the light areas did help the authors
identify the related subjects to a specified subject. This study shows that
a relatively large SOM display space would produce a better component

Table 9. Summary of heart-related subjects

Strongest
association

Strong
association

Some
association

Weak
association

Heart disease 3

High blood pressure 3

Nutrition and herbs 1 1

Kidney disease 1 2

Cholesterol 1

Drugs, medications 2

Sports medicine 2

Digestive disease 2

Diabetes 1

Emergency medicine 1

Weight control 1

Hearing disorders 1

Occupational health 1
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plane for association analysis than a relatively small SOM display space,
and thus confirms the findings of Ultsch (1995).

While both the SOM method and component plane analysis method can
be used for object clustering analysis, they work in different ways. In the
SOM method, the objects projected onto the same cell or adjacent cells
are regarded as the related subjects, while in the component plane analy-
sis method the objects mapped onto the cells with light colours (high cell
values) are regarded as related subjects. This implies that the SOM
method cannot identify the relevant objects in its visual space if the
objects are not located in the same cell or neighbouring cells, but the
component plane analysis method can do so. For instance, in figure 2,
children’s health (8) is situated separately from brain, nervous system
(6), mental health (29), and neurological disorders (31), but it is deter-
mined to be the strongest association to the nerve theme in table 2. The
same is true with nutrition and herbs (32). Although it was located some
distance from cholesterol (9), heart disease (21), and high blood pressure
(22) in figure 2, nutrition and herbs (32) was identified as the strongest
association to the heart theme in table 2.

Both users’ query terms and traversal data on a subject directory can be
extracted from a transaction log for users’ information-seeking behaviour
studies. Subjects in the health-related directory are not like query terms
from a transaction log. Query terms are more specific and dynamic than
subjects on a directory. Furthermore, query terms come directly from
users. This suggests that it is more suitable to make a comparison analysis
between the query terms and an established medical thesaurus like
MeSH.

Conclusion

In this study, a one-year transaction log from the health portal Health-
Link was employed. Subjects from its subject directory were selected,
and users’ traversal information on the subjects was extracted. The
SOM technique was applied to a study of health themes and their related
subjects because the SOM approach is known to reveal object relation-
ships in visual space (also known as feature map). Two focus themes
(heart and nerve) were identified and selected to create the SOM display.
Each theme corresponds to a group of related subjects. A component
plane analysis was conducted for each subject in the theme group to
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gain more detailed information about the relationships among the
involved subjects. The association judgement of a subject group to a
specified subject was made on the basis of their colours in the com-
ponent plane. Then association analysis results for a theme were merged
and summarized. Finally all related subjects to a selected theme were
categorized into association strength tiers based on their associations to
the theme.

The evaluation results show that results for both the heart theme group
and nerve theme group are sound and reasonable. The evaluation results
demonstrate that the associations among the related subjects revealed
from the visual component analysis method based on user’s browsing
activities on a health-related directory correspond with the expert’s asso-
ciation judgements.

This study shows that users’ navigating activities on the health-related
directory can be used to reveal and identify the associations among
the subjects in the directory, and the component analysis is reliable
when it is applied to identifying relationships among subjects in such a
situation.

Medical information plays an extremely important role for medical profes-
sionals and public health consumers. It is widely recognized that medical
terminology is specialized, and usage of medical terminology by medical
professionals is quite different from that of health consumers. This study
on medical subject associations from the consumers’ perspective offers
a unique way to understand medical subjects and their relationships.
A Web transaction log usually includes both users’ query data and
navigation data, and both can be used for medical term analysis. This
investigation on the subjects from a directory based on users’ naviga-
tional activities in a Web transaction log provides researchers with a
new method to understand semantic relationships among medical sub-
jects, integrating the visual SOM analysis method and the component
plane analysis method. The component plane analysis method can iden-
tify related objects that are not located in the same cell or adjacent
cells in the visual space. These objects cannot be identified in the SOM
analysis method that usually identifies the related objects in the same cell
and/or adjacent cells in the visual space. This unique feature of the com-
ponent plane analysis method complements the SOM analysis method.
The findings of this study can be used (1) to optimize the medical sub-
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ject directory structure by suggesting more related subjects; (2) to revise
medical thesauri, which can be enriched by adding related subjects; and
(3) to make the content organization and use of a medical portal such as
HealthLink more effective and efficient. The study provides not only the
subjects related to a subject but also the degree to which they are related
to that subject, thus assisting system designers to arrange related subjects
or articles more effectively. More closely related subjects or articles are
placed prior to the less related subjects or articles in a portal.

Because there is no direct link between two subject nodes in the Health-
Link subject directory, the component plane analysis in this study had to
be conducted on the basis of browsing activities for path length two. If it
were possible to conduct the component plane analysis on the basis of
the navigating activities for path length one, the results would have been
more reliable. That is one of the limitations of this study. Since this
study demonstrates that the presented research method is applicable in
the traversal analysis of a transaction log, future research can extend this
study to include more subject themes. As a result, the relationships
among the subject themes at a higher level can be identified and the
corresponding patterns can be discovered.

Notes

1. The HealthLink site was discontinued in May 2009.
2. Figures 2–8 in this article can be viewed in full colour by visiting

http://www.utpjournals.com/cjils/cjils.html and following the Supplementary
Material link on the right-hand side of the page.

3. If a user browses node A, then node B, the path length from node A to node C
is one. Similarly, if a user browses node A, then node B, and finally node C,
the path length from node A to node C is two.
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